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ABSTRACT
Four topics of high engineering relevance in which we were involved are introduced herein. Aggregate
packing in concrete is of obvious relevance: denser packings lead to reduced cement demands, while
modern developments in the (super) high performance range of cementitious materials are based on
particle packing. Fiber reinforcement efficiency in concrete that we have studied extensively offers a
relatively simple stereological problem for which Cauchy laid down the fundament. In the third problem
of damage analysis the dispersion of small cracks in concrete is at issue. Insight into damage characteristics would be relevant in all (fracture) mechanical experiments. This topic can equally be linked to Cauchy. In both cases, the data acquisition by stereological methods is indicated. The fourth topic is of high
actual relevance. It involves porosimetry in computer-simulated (virtual) cementitious materials, ultimately aiming permeability estimation. The stereological problems involved are indicated, and - again –
Cauchy can be linked to finding solutions. Finally, new, mostly yet unpublished developments are indicated aiming for more economic procedures as well as improving reliability of permeability estimates by
nano-packing of globules, so that ultimately this methodology could replace the laborious and expensive
(and biased) experimental route.
Keywords: Cauchy, aggregates, fibers, cracks, pores

INTRODUCTION

active life an outsider who always knew better… As a
consequence, the appointment in 1997 to professor was
due to cooperation partner Beijing Jiaotong University
in China, not to my home institution…

This paper is intended as a “farewell message” to
my dear colleagues and friends in the ISS community,
focusing on what I personally learned in this ISS
community and showing to which engineering
problems I applied it in the concrete technology world
during the past half of a century. Hence, I herewith
want to show my gratitude to the very community: it
enriched my life, as a concrete technologist and as a
human being!

So, I figured that as a young Dr. I should convince
colleagues that stereology was a powerful tool for
solving practical engineering problems in the field of
concrete technology. A highly relevant field was steel
fibre reinforced concrete (SFRC), which presented the
simplest stereological conditions I could imagine:
dispersed lineal elements in space. This task was
supposedly easier than doing so for the damage
analysis problems I had faced earlier in my PhD study.
Motivation to accept this mission was also coming
from serious violations to stereological concepts I had
discovered in both fields.

I enjoyed my first experiences with STEREOLOGISTS in the ISS community during the Bern
conference in 1971. I was involved in an extensive
study in the concrete materials field for my PhD study
that I completed in 1973. For most PhD committee
members out of “my” field, the 329 pages of my
dissertation were probably outside their capabilities,
and the stereological approach made this an even more
serious problem. Although I received my PhD degree –
yet not without some overt animosity– for my
colleagues in Delft I was considered for the rest of my

Looking backwards, the research efforts in the
previous period involved four major engineering topics
with stereological background. The two selected
‘promotion’ topics (SFRC and damage analysis) are
nowadays quite established. Other contributions came
from all over the world. The ‘French school’ can
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neevertheless bbe mentioneed here beccause of thheir
stereological eexpertise (Carrcassès, Olliv
vier and Ringgot,
19
989; Dequieddt and Redonn, 2001; Gran
nju and Ringgot,
19
989). The paarticle packinng problem iss the oldest oone
in
n the series and elaboraated by exteensive physiical
ex
xperimenting as well as by compu
uter simulatiion
effforts, the latter faccilitating fo
or verificatiion
po
ossibilities annd assessmennt of peculiaar effects (e..g.,
Brazil Nut Efffect (BNE), see
s Stroeven and He, 20111c
an
nd 2012). Thhe permeabiliity issue in virtual
v
materiials
is of recent datte. Hence, noot all our achiievements couuld
bee laid downn yet in maj
ajor publicatiions (Stroeveen;
Sttroeven and S
Słovik; Li andd Stroeven). It is a field aalso
reeceiving majjor attention by a numb
ber of famoous
reesearch instituutions in the world, altho
ough studies aare
geenerally not based on DEM
D
packing
g of the bindder
paarticles.

electrric tablet we recorded
r
threee points on perimeters
p
of
all steatite graain sectionss. This alllowed 3D
recon
nstruction of the
t steatite sttructure in thee specimens.
The effect
e
of steattite content oon distribution
n parameters
could
d be assessed
d in this wayy. Among thee interesting
resultts was the detection off the Brazil Nut Effect
(BNE
E) in the specimens with thhe largest steeatite content
(Stroeven and Stro
oeven, 1999; Stroeven and
d He, 2011c;
2012).

Cauchy cconcepts (Caauchy, 1882)) constitutedd a
so
olid stereologgical basis under
u
the maajor part of oour
in
nvestigations (Li and Stroeeven*; Stroev
ven and Słoviik).
Yet,
Y additionaally, the Douuble Random
m Multiple Trree
Sttructuring (D
DRaMuTS) syystem for asseessment of poore
neetwork topoology shouldd be menttioned becauuse
in
nspired by a tyypical stereollogy-related robotics
r
methhod
(L
LaValle and Kuffner, 20001). Also, prrobing pores by
stars is equallyy inspired by a stereologiccal method ussed
in
n life sciencess (Gundersenn, et al., 1988
8; Stroeven). As
a consequencee, we can safeely state that various aspeects
off porosimetryy and permeaability estimattion of concrrete
caan constitute an interestinng playgroun
nd for concrrete
teechnology reesearchers familiar
f
with
h stereologiccal
th
heory!

1 Section of steatite concrrete.
Fig. 1.

PARTIC
CLE DISP
PERSION
N AND
PACKIN
NG
The subjeect matter of part of my PhD study w
was
co
oncrete in w
which the larggest aggregate fraction w
was
reeplaced by moono-size 16 mm
m ceramic (‘steatite’) baalls
th
hat could easily be distinguuished in secttions becausee of
th
heir shape annd colour (F
Fig. 1). The ‘realcrete’ w
was
prroduced as 250 mm cubic conccrete samplles,
co
ontaining different am
mounts of steatite. Affter
haardening, a 25 mm distturbed bound
dary layer w
was
reemoved by saawing. Thereeupon, the ressulting 200 m
mm
cu
ubes were serrially sectionned, so that all
a spheres weere
(aat least) visibble in two successive sections. On an

ntative particcles from flu
uvial gravel
Fig. 2. Represen
ushed rock (bbottom).
(top) and from cru
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Fig. 3. Sim
mulation strattegy of arbitraary shaped agggregate; (lefft): differently
y shaped ellippsoids repressent river gravvel;
(right): ninne regular pollyhedra with facet numberr 4~8 were seelectively employed to reppresent river gravel
g
aggreggate
in Fig. 2.

This topic was continued decades latter on
computer-m
made “steatiite” concretee. In doing sso, the
nearest neeighbour distrribution of the
t grains coould be
compared with aforem
mentioned ex
xperimental ddata as
depicted by Fig. 4. Majjor deviationss were foundd due to
the inaccuuracies in saawing! (Stro
oeven, 1973, 2015;
Stroeven eet al., 2007; Le
L and Stroev
ven, 2012).

Su rface area (m m 2 )

2000

Simulating in cemeentitious matterials the efffects of
aggregate of fluvial origin
o
or off crushed roock on
mechanicaal properties was also possible (He, et al,
2011a andd 2011b; 20122). Ellipsoid-ttype or polyhhedrontypes of pparticles weree employed for the simuulation,
respectivelly, as demonnstrated by Fiigs. 2 and 3. Fig. 5
proves thhat practicall mixes cou
uld be acccurately
simulated.

Sphere
GRin Reference
e
LS in reference
Composite polyh
hedra by Guo
Revised compos
site polyhedra

1500

1000

500

0
0

1000

2000
Vo
olume (mm3)

3000

40
000

Fig.
F 5. S-V cu
urves of crushhed rock typees (GR and LS),
L
of
o composite polyhedra
p
and
nd of the spheere. Field dataa by
Guo
G (1988) were
w
employeed as well ass revised dataa to
get
g an even better
b
corresppondence with
h reference data
d
from
fr
an experimental appproach by Erdogan, et al.
(2
2006).
Of coursee, major upggrading of material
m
qualiities
in
nto the (supeer) high perf
rformance ran
nge of concrrete
(eexceeding th
hat of regularr steel qualities) is basedd on
particle
p
packking phenom
mena! Purposse is to expploit
physical
p
(van der Waals) forces in an
n optimum way.
w
More
M
materiall developmennts also rely at
a least partlyy on
packing
p
of parrticles. Howeever, this sing
gle example may
m
already
a
proof the relevaance and actuality
a
of the
discussed
d
subjject.

Fig. 4. Freequency distriibutions of th
he nearest neiighbor,
Δ3, amongg 16 mm ceraamic balls in 200 mm sam
mple of
“realcrete”” (Fig. 1) andd “compucrette” (computerr-made
concrete), respectively.. Differencess are mainly due to
sawing innaccuracies for serial sectioning oof the
realcrete.
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STEEL
L FIBRE REINFORCED
CONC
CRETE

obtain
ned by addin
ng the total p ercentages off the sample
of an
n aggregate reetained on eacch of a speciffied series of
sievees, and dividing the sum
m by 100. A total of 48
speciimens, measu
uring 70x2000x1000 mm, were straincontrrolled tested
d to beyonnd ultimate, thereupon
removed from the testing machhine and sectiioned so that
a sett of about equally sizeed prismaticc specimens
resultted from eacch full-size sspecimen (Fig. 6 at the
top). Visualization
n was by wayy of X-raying
g slices (Fig.
6, bo
ottom) of pre-loaded
p
cconcrete specimens and
apply
ying orthogon
nal grids. Forr detailed info
ormation see
(Stroeven, 1979c; 2009; Strooeven and Shah,
S
1978;
Stroeeven and Daalhuisen, andd Stroeven 1996; Babut,
1986; Stroeven and Słovik; SStroeven and
d Hu, 2007).
Amon
ng other thin
ngs, it proviided informaation on the
reinfo
orcement effiiciency of thee different fib
ber types and
it rendered possible to inteerpret phenomenological
behav
vior of the SF
FRC specimen
ens in structurral terms.

Buffon forrmulated in 1770 a problem relevant for
co
oncrete technnology. The original
o
stateement of the so
Hu
caalled “needlee problem” iss given in Sttroeven and H
(2
2006). It coould readily be transforrmed into tthe
fo
ollowing exppression by which
w
fiber distributions in
co
oncrete can be analyzed

PL 

2



L 'A

((1)

Herein PL is the averaage number of intersectioons
off a line grid and (steel) fiber
fi
projectio
ons in an X-rray
im
mage, such aas in Fig. 6.
6 Further, L’
L A is the tootal
prrojected lengtth perpendicuular to the grrid direction pper
un
nit of area off the image. Saltikov
S
prop
posed more thhan
2 centuries laater his directed (and raandom) secaants
an
nalysis methoodology that is
i making usee of eq. (1).

The
T remainin
ng prisms weere subjected
d to 3-point
bendiing experimeents and the ccubes to spliitting tensile
streng
gth tests in eiither one of oorthogonal dirrections. For
speciific informatiion on crackk developmen
nt and fiber
distriibution param
meters of the full-size speecimens, see
(Stroeven, 1979c; 2009; Strooeven and Shah,
S
1978;
Stroeeven and Daalhuisen, 19996; Stroeven and Babut,
1986).

Our firstt applicationn of the Buffon/Saltik
B
kov
method
m
involvved the anaalysis of thee dispersion of
diifferent fiberr types in SF
FRC. Two water
w
to ceme
ment
raatios by weigght (w/c=0.4 and 0.6) an
nd two fineneess
moduli
m
of thee aggregate (f=3.27 and f=3.89), weere
em
mployed, maxximum grainn size being 8 mm. Note thhat
th
he fineness modulus (FM
M) is an em
mpirical figuure

Fiig. 6. (bottom
m) X-ray radioograph of a “vertical
“
slicee” (totaling 10
0 in this case)) of a test-loaaded (and craacked) SFRC
sp
pecimen of 700x200x1000 mm
m (top). Co
ompaction byy gravitation was
w in verticaal direction. A
Analysis is by
y orthogonal
lin
ne grids.
c
a mixturre of 2D and 3D “random
mly” oriented
this case
The steeel fiber reiinforced 3-point bendiing
fiberss), was directtly reflected bby anisotropy
y in splitting
ex
xperiments ass well as thee splitting ten
nsile tests w ere
tensille strength att increasing vvolume fractiion of fibers
prrovided with additional fibber dispersion
n characteristtics
(Fig. 7) (Stroeven
n and Babut,, 1986; Stroeeven, 1993).
by
y counting ffibers in orrthogonal sections. This is
See, e.g., Stroeven (2009) for a large selecction of also
reelated to the C
Cauchy conceepts (Cauchy
y, 1882). Onee of
otherr relevant contributions to the field of fiber
th
he counting pplanes is paralllel to the fraacture plane, tthe
reinfo
orcement in concrete.
c
seecond perpenndicular to it and
a parallel to
t the bottom
m of
th
he specimen. It was foundd, as an exam
mple, that fibber
Note
N further that
t in SFRC
C we deal with
h line length
an
nisometry, baased on the soo called Stroeeven concept (in
in sp
pace and in
n the forthcooming damaage analysis
204
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DAMAGE ANALYSIS

approach with surface area in space. Cauchy provided
the relationships that are at the basis of counting
observations and determination of total line length
(SFRC) and total surface area (Damage analysis),
respectively (Cauchy, 1882).
16

Buffon/Saltikov provided also the basis for
quantitative analysis of cracks in concrete. By as well
adopting the Stroeven concept for spatial crack
development (combining at maximum, 1D, 2D and 3D
portions), the orthogonal measurements of intersections
of line grids with the cracks can be interpreted in
spatial terms. Fig. 8 concerns the case of direct
compression, requiring only a 3D and 1D portion, the
latter having its axis of orientation coinciding with that
of the loading. Hence, the solution for the spatial
interpretation of cracking can be based on a section
parallel to the loading direction in which the orthogonal
observations PLP and PL suffice (Fig. 8, at the left).

NA observed

12

8

4

NA designed
0
0

4

8

12

16

In mathematical terms, it is found that the crack
surface area per unit of volume, SV, is related to
orthogonal measurements in the mid-section of the
compressed specimen by

fS
10
8

SV 

6

2

Vf
0

1

2

3

4

Fig. 7. Anisometry in steel fiber dispersion (top) and
anisotropy of splitting tensile strength fs in N/mm2 of
steel fiber reinforced cubes at increasing fiber volume
fraction Vf (bottom).

Note that these labour-intensive contributions to
the aforementioned topics had to be terminated at the
end of last century, because physical experimenting
became too expensive. Therefore, I figured we should
instead use modern computer facilities. So, the last
subject is hot, actual and highly relevant. My PhD
student and son, Martijn, developed the first
professional Discrete Element Method (DEM) - SPACE
- in our group that became operational around the
millennium break (Stroeven, M., 1999). During the
next years, a series of my PhD students have used it
(and an upgraded version, HADES) in studies on virtual
cementitious materials (compucrete). Particle packing
problems (as discussed earlier) and particularly
permeability estimation were the issues of interest and
engineering relevance.

For the fibre case of Fig. 6, upon application of the
Stroeven concept of a mixture of 2D and 3D fibre
portions, the following equation is obtained (Stroeven,
1979c; 2009)

1  2 1  
L'V         LV
2  2  

(3)

In tension testing, a combination of 3D and 2D
portions is required. Again, an axial section can be
sampled by an orthogonal line grid. For methodological
details and results of applications, see (Stroeven, 1973;
1979b; Stroeven and Słovik; Stroeven and He, 2011a;
2011b). Of course, any (fracture) mechanical
investigation on cementitious materials can profit from
the structural research efforts discussed herein, since it
will promote the understanding of the recorded
phenomenological behavior.

4

0


4  
 PL    1  PLP 
2
  

(2)

where  is the total length ratio of the 2D fibre
portion over that of the total amount of fibres. Monosize fibers are assumed in this case, however, also for
multi-size and curved fibers, similar models have been
expanded. In eq. (2), LV is the total fiber length per unit
of volume and LV’ the component in the plane of the
2D portion; so, in the case of Fig. 6 oriented
perpendicular to the compaction direction of the
prismatic specimen. Consequently, it is the effective
part of the fiber reinforcement because loading
direction will be perpendicular to the plane of the Xray image.
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Fiig. 8 (right) P
Part of the section image of
o a pre-loadeed compresseed prismatic concrete speccimen reveals myriads of
sm
mall cracks visible under UV
U light upo
on applicationn of a fluorescent spray. (lleft) Manually
ly copied cracck pattern of
a complete, ceentrally locateed axial sectiion (note agggregate grain sections). Orrthogonal linee grids are su
uperimposed
fo
or intersectionn counting.
particcle interferen
nces (Navi annd Pignat, 1996; Pignat,
Navi and Scriveneer, 2005) (Figg. 9).

In Stroevven and Słłowik we have
h
expliciitly
ellaborated onn the Cauchhy concepts. However, for
stereological rreaders this is
i “as easy as
a falling off
ff a
lo
og”, hence, itt is avoided in this surveey. Instead, tthe
sh
howing up off the Cauchyy constants off 1/2 and 2/ππ in
geeometric averraging operattions was dem
monstrated. T
This
more
m
closely reflects my Aha Erlebnis when I w
was
starting to em
mploy his cooncepts in our
o engineeriing
fieelds!

POROS
SITY AND
D PERMEABILITY
Y
Applicatioons of the Cauchy concepts for 3D aand
2D
D problems iis not limitedd to the structtural analysiss of
fib
bre reinforceement or cracck structures.. More recenntly
th
hey found thheir way in porosimetry and predicti
tive
models
m
for peermeability (Li and Stro
oeven 2017aa,b;
Sttroeven, et aal., 2015). Foor that purpo
ose, our virtuual
materials
m
are produced byy Discrete Element Methhod
(D
DEM) – desppite Random Sequential Addition
A
(RS
SA)
methods
m
are more freqquently used
d in concrrete
teechnology, lleading how
wever to biased
b
partiicle
diispersion chaaracteristics. The next steep is hydratiion
simulation by XIPKM (eX
Xtended Inteegrated Partiicle
Kinetics
K
Moddel) that is based
b
on sp
pherical cemeent
paarticles yieldding also sphherical hydratted grains (ass a
reesult of the vvector-based approach), ap
part from intter-

Fig. 9.
9 Simulated hydrated blennded cement paste
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New developments foocus on the economy of the
approach.
ap
Insstead of assesssing 2x 105 throat sizes for
th
he network an
nalysis, a sim
milar number of IUR oriennted
pore
p
sections are used. T
This avoids probing
p
by 2-D
2
stars in about 200 pore secctions at each nodal poinnt to
find
fi the pore throat (=smaallest among pore sectionss in
th
he same poin
nt) (Stroevenn). It is foun
nd that the size
s
distribution
d
fu
unctions of tthroats and random
r
sectiions
are
a intimately
y related. Sppecifically, th
he median pore
p
areas
a
in the two distribuutions differ by the Cauuchy
constant
c
½ (Stroeven and Słovik
k). A secoond
economization
e
n effort is too predict permeability frrom
to
ortuosity infformation. Inn Stroeven and Słovik the
liinear tortuosity index off pores, Rl, is approximattely
expressed
e
by

𝑅

1

1

𝑝

(4)

Herein p is porosity aand l and l’ are pore lenngth
and
a projected
d pore lengthh on a straig
ght line. So far,
simulated dataa based on thee second halff of Eq. (4) seeem
quite
q
well preedicted by poorosity data according
a
to the
first
fi part of itt. For estimaating transporrt characterisstics
of
o the pore sy
ystem by thiss so called hybrid
h
approaach,
we
w additionally require innformation on
n the numberr of
pore
p
channells and theirr median 2D
D size, pluss a
reeduction facttor expressinng the actual conductancee of
th
he non-spherrically shapedd pore sectio
ons. The latteer is
determined
d
by
b FET (Lee, 2015; Li et al., 20117).
Significant
S
red
ductions in effforts are exp
pected (a jourrnal
paper
p
is in preeparation).
Fig. 10. (ttop) All porees in 90 day
ys hydrated ccement
paste withh w/c = 0.44 and Blain
ne surface aarea of
300 m2/kg. Porosity iss 19%. (botttom) Tortuouus and
complex ppore structurre in the vecctor-based hyydrated
system afteer removal off the hydrate structure (Strroeven,
M., 1999).

FUTUR
RE RESE
EARCH
The last two decadess we have been
b
conductting
reesearch in thee field of conncrete permeaability (Li, et al.,
2017),
2
as aforrementioned.. As a follow
w up of the PhD
P
study of K. Li (Li and Strooeven, 2019), this has finaally
reesulted in nano-level explorations in the ouuter
hydration
h
layer of cementt particles. This
T
is the laayer
th
hat causes thee expansion oof the hydratiing particles. We
have
h
replaced
d this outer hy
hydration layeer of the smoooth
sp
pherical surface of hyddrated cement particles by
packed
p
nano-g
globules. In tthe literature, the size of such
nodules
n
is esttimated as 5 nm (Jenning
gs, 2000; 20008).
From
F
the surfface of the soo called innerr hydration laayer
th
hey start clusstering in fracctal-like “arm
ms”, leading to
t a
declining
d
glob
bal density ovver the outer layer
l
(Fig. 111).

n
is asssessed
Pore ttopology of thhe capillary network
by DRaM
MuTS (Douuble Random
m Multiple Tree
Structuringg), see Fig. 10, an app
proach inspirred by
developmeents in robotics (as stated in the Introduuction)
and pore size is determ
mined by Star Volume Meaasuring
(SVM), insspired by a methods
m
used in life sciencces (see
also the Inntroduction).
These investigationns are based on 2x105 “raandomly” disperssed points inn 100 μm cu
ubes. The sm
moothed
trees from
m DRaMuTS and the poree sizes by SV
VM are
input dataa for a classsical networrk analysis, finally
yielding innformation onn permeabilitty (Stroeven aand Li,
2017; Strooeven et al., 2015; Li et al., 20177). The
complexityy of the poree structure iss visualized in Fig.
10.

The trad
ditional XIPPKM vectorr approach to
hydration
h
sim
mulation is bbased on sp
pherical cem
ment
grains
g
that expand due to hydration in a spherical way
w
(aaccounting fo
or interferencces). This is shown in a 2-D
2
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CONCLU
C
SIONS

lo
ow-density seet up in Fig. 11
1 (top). Thee nano-approaach
ob
bviously reduuces pore sizee (and changes shape) whhile
po
ore surface iss roughened inn Fig. 11 (bottom). This w
will
reeduce the conductance of water th
hrough a poore
seection. Whenn transferringg the informaation of virtuual
ceement to conccrete, we deaal with additio
onal effects ddue
to
o dilution annd tortuosityy. It seems that the nannoap
pproach in combinatioon with these
t
materrial
paarameters cann bring the simulated an
nd experimenntal
daata on concreete permeability on close distance
d
(Li aand
Sttroeven). Heence, insteaad of laboriious and thhus
ex
xpensive testting (with accepted
a
sho
ortcomings aand
un
ncertainties aas to the degrree of water saturation
s
of tthe
sp
pecimens), thhe sketched strategy, baased on virtu
tual
sp
pecimens, woould not onlly compete favorably
f
as to
tim
me and moneey savings buut would be at
a least of equual
reeliability!

Hence,
H
my “stereologicaal life” startted when I
plung
ged with fulll ambition into extensiive physical
experrimenting in the framewor
ork of my PhD
D study (i.e.
on th
he very labo
orious particlle packing and
a
damage
analyysis problem
ms in concrette) and therreupon with
foreig
gn counter-p
parts on SFR
RC. It resulteed over the
many
y years in a couple of hundred papers in
confeerence proceeedings and iin journals in
n the SFRC
field (of the many thousandds available worldwide),
with the ambition
n to show steereology a veery practical
and reliable
r
tool for
f solving enngineering prroblems. My
last PhD
P
student on
o this topic was Shui Zh
honghe from
Wuhaan University of Technoology who received
r
his
PhD in 2001 (Shu
ui, 2001). Off course, dam
mage analysis
in co
oncrete is intiimately relateed in stereolo
ogical terms
to thee fiber topic (due to the two Cauchy concepts of
determining the length of a liine or area of
o a surface,
both in 3D space, by avveraging of their total
projeections).

Problems arise in the
t
nano-ap
pproach as to
asssessing size and shape chhanges in 3D
D during grow
wth
off the quasi-fr
fractal “arms”” in Fig. 11. An interestiing
to
opic of stereoological natuure suitable for
f a next Ph
PhD
sttudy!

Studies
S
on alll topics - ass already meentioned for
SFRC
C - have reesulted in seeries of pub
blications in
leadin
ng journals such as in IASS (Stroeven, et al., 2012;
Li, et
e al., 2015; Hu and Stroeven, 20
006). Some
publiications, amo
ong others w
with Kai Li, are still in
statu nascendi. Brrand new devvelopments caan hereby be
mentioned, such as
a simulating the outer hyd
dration layer
of hardened
h
cem
ment paste cconsisting of
o nano-size
globu
ules dispersed
d in fractal-liike “arms” (F
Fig. 11); real
stuff for stereologists! Yet, rrecently, we have given
primee attention to econoomic develo
opments in
perm
meability estim
mation using – again – Caauchy’s 3-D
conceept, as mentio
oned in this ppaper (see alsso: Stroeven;
Stroeeven and Słov
vik).
It
I should finally be stresssed that thee mentioned
stereo
ology-related
d topics weree not the onlly ones that
kept me busy all those years. At least, onee other topic
shoulld be mention
ned here, beccause it may offer
o
nuance
to thee impression
n of “hard” teechnology acctivities that
probaably rose from
m the discusssed topics. This
T one was
conceerned with sustainabilitty aspects in concrete
techn
nology “avant la letter”. A
Application fo
ocussed on a
rural project in Sri
S Lanka wiith Architecttural student
particcipation, while laboratoryy research waas conducted
in thee framework of cooperatioon with Tanzzania, Brazil
and particularly with Viettnam. The latter was
orted by the Dutch Goovernment (1982-2002),
(
suppo
althou
ugh political changes in thhe country resulted in our
case (as the last accepted
a
projeect) in signifficant budget
cuts. Major objective was to rreduce CO2 emissions
e
by
partly
y replacing Portland
P
cem
ment by fine-grained rice

Fiig. 11. The siimplified struucture of cem
ment paste in 22D
co
onsisting of D
DEM-packedd mono-size cylindrical
c
dissks
un
nder two different grrowth mech
hanisms: (toop)
ho
omogenous eexpansion byy XIPKM; (b
bottom) fibroous
grrowth amongg mono-size globules.
g
Am
mount of C-S
S-H
in
n outer layer iis similar in thhe two cases..
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He H, Stroeven P, Stroeven M, Sluys LJ (2011a).
Influence of particle packing on fracture properties of
concrete. Comp Concr 8(6):677-92.

husk ash (Bui, 2001) or non-commercial metakaolin
(Vu, 2002). Mind that this was significantly before
such CO2 emissions were internationally declared
leading to global warming, hence it was hard in our
case to find moral and, particularly, financial support.
Note that the given examples are particle packingdriven. This illustrates again the actual relevance of the
first topic discussed herein!

He H, Stroeven P, Stroeven M, Sluys LJ (2011b).
Influence of particle packing on elastic properties of
concrete. Mag Concr Res 64:163-75.
Hu J, Stroeven P (2006). Shape characterization of
concrete aggregate. Image Anal Stereol 25:43-53.
Jennings HM (2000). A model for the microstructure of
calcium silicate hydrate in cement paste. Cem Concr
Res 30:101-16.

At the final end of this paper it should be mentioned that promotion of stereology in my field was also
explicitly in my mind during the many years that I
participated in the ISS community as “regional
representative” and as Editorial Board member for
Acta Stereologica and Image Analysis and Stereology.

Jennings H M (2008). Refinements to colloid model of
C-S-H in cement: CM-II. Cem Concr Res 38:275-89.
Kak AC, Slaney M (2001). Principles of computerized
tomographic imaging. SIAM, Philadelphia.
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